
RESTATE THE CASE 
Benefits of privatisation 

Why is this important? 

Support for renationalisation of the railways, energy companies, water systems and Royal Mail has grown 

in popularity in recent years: a 2017 poll showed 60, 53, 59 and 65 per cent support for renationalisation 

respectively.1 The Labour Party’s support for mass renationalisation in both their 2017 and 2019 

manifestos is arguably indicative of voter frustration with these industries. 

Common arguments for renationalisation are that the private companies who run these industries pay 

their shareholders dividends, which encourages them to put up prices for consumers to extract more 

profit for shareholders. State control of industry will therefore lower the cost of living and provide better 

levels of service in the absence of these factors. 

When the railways were first nationalised under the 1947 Transport Act, British Railways was established 

by the government. This Act saw shares in the railway companies exchanged for British Transport stock 

and serves as a potential model for contemporary renationalisations. Other suggestions have been made 

as to how such renationalisations across multiple industries could be carried out. These include buying a 

majority stake or buying out shareholders completely, to paying net book value of company assets and 

paying under the market value. Cost estimates therefore vary. In the case of the railways it has been 

proposed that it would cost nothing to renationalise as the tracks and station owner Network Rail is 

already state-owned which means any government would just need to wait for the train operator 

franchises to lapse. 

Does privatisation work? 

UK evidence suggests it does. By 1979, the borrowings and losses of state-owned industries were £3 

billion a year. However, from 1989 to 1990 companies privatised during the Thatcher government 

brought in £2 billion to HM Treasury. The sales of the industries themselves generated £34 billion (using 

early 1990s price levels), allowing the UK government at the time to repay – over a two-year period – 12.5 

per cent of the net national debt.2 

Privatisation does not just benefit the state. The industries themselves have seen significant 

improvements. An example of this was the privatisation of BT in 1984, which “did more than anything else 

to lay the basis for a share owning popular capitalism in Britain.” It saw the government broadcast 

television ads to encourage people to purchase BT shares, resulting in more than two million citizens 

participating in what was the largest share offering in history to that date.3 Assessments suggested that 

public sector receipts from BT increased substantially in the years after privatisation. This trend has 

continued, with a total tax contribution of £4 billion in 2017-18.4 

Part of the reasoning behind this significant rise is because as a private company, BT is able to attract 

capital and self-finance the huge amounts necessary to invest in the latest technology, rather than rely 

on the taxpayer. The privatisation of BT also benefitted the broadband industry as a whole with 

competition rising as a result of BT’s privatisation. The easing of restrictions lead to 45 licenses being 

granted.5 
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Consumers also benefitted from privatisations with an HM Treasury study finding that real prices after a 

decade of privatisation had fallen by 50 per cent for both telecommunications and industrial gas, and 25 

per cent for both residential gas and electricity.6 Higher levels of investment in the water industry have 

meant an increase in average prices since privatisation, though bills are projected to fall over the next 30 

years.7 Given such statistics it is easy to understand why support for renationalisation of industries such 

as water,8 airlines and telecommunication providers is low.9 

What is wrong with renationalisation? 

A 2018 estimate found that mass renationalisation would cost £176 billion, with energy costing £55.4 

billion, £86.25 billion for water and £4.5 billion for Royal Mail. This would equal 10 per cent of national 

debt, the equivalent to £6,500 for each household.10   

Paying less than market value to shareholders to nationalise energy and water companies would 

seriously undermine international investment into this country, leading to capital flight and a falling 

pound. More than four million public sector workers and six million pensioners have funds invested in the 

water industry, who would lose thousands of pounds if such a plan were to be implemented.11  

Such interventionist policies would be difficult to sustain, particularly in light of how consumers currently 

engage with formerly nationalised industries. Satisfaction rates on Britain’s trains have risen to 83 per 

cent and journeys have more than doubled since privatisation.12 Meanwhile consumer power has been 

shown when British Gas increased tariffs by 12.5 per cent in 2017. The same year saw a record number of 

energy customers switching providers: 5.5 million.13 Nationalisation of energy companies and the 

network would necessarily curtail this option.  

What should we do? 

An even larger state, with greater powers to direct economic activity – as was seen disastrously during 

the 1970s – left union barons holding the country to ransom, and consumers suffered. Rather than 

shutting down competition we should promote more of it and trust taxpayers to make spending 

decisions for themselves. Attempts to expand the size of the state through renationalisation should be 

resisted. The government should continue the successful privatisation agenda and move Channel 4 

outside of the public sector. Given that the broadcaster is already commercially funded, it makes sense 

for the government to release it from state ownership, potentially bringing in greater revenues to HM 

Treasury and create a more competitive broadcasting market. 
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